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PROOF METHOD OF PARTIAL CORRECTNESS 
AND WEAK COMPLETENESS FOR NORMAL 
LOGIC PROGRAMS 
GhARD FERRAND AND PIERRE DERANSART* 
D We present a proof method for partial correctness and weak completeness 
for any normal programs, which coincides with the already known proof 
methods for partial correctness and completeness for definite programs. 
The purpose of such a validation method is to compare the actual 
semantics of a program with some expected properties, sometimes called 
specifications. We consider that the actual semantics of a normal program 
is the three-valued well-founded semantics. Thus the actual semantics of a 
program is defined by two sets of ground atoms: the set of the true atoms 
and the set of the false atoms. 
The expected properties may be formulated also by two sets of ground 
atoms; partial correctness and weak completeness are formulated by set 
inclusions. 
Soundness and completeness of our proof method comes from an 
inductive characterization of the well-founded model. 
The method may be used also to prove that some given set of atoms 
characterizes exactly the set of true atoms, if the semantics is in fact 
bivalued and the specification is total. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We present a proof method for partial correctness and weak completeness for 
normal programs which coincides with the already known proof methods for partial 
correctness and completeness for definite programs ([6]). 
We consider that the semantics of a normal program is the well-founded 
semantics in the sense of [27] (see [22] and [241 for a procedural mechanism). It is a 
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three-valued semantics. Thus, given a program P, its semantics Mp is defined by 
two sets of ground atoms: the set of the true atoms, denoted by MP+ , and the set of 
the false atoms, denoted by M;, the set of the undefined atoms being the 
complement in the set of all ground atoms. 
The purpose of a validation method is to compare the actual semantics Mp of a 
program with some expected properties, sometimes called specifications. These 
properties may be formulated also by two sets of ground atoms. Let us say that S is 
a property which must be satisfied by all true atoms. Then we want to have the 
inclusion h4: c S. A program P is partially correct w.r.t. a property S iff i$ G S. 
Conversely, the usual idea of completeness with a two-valued approach consists 
in a given set of atoms whose elements are expected to be true, that is, C G MP+ . In 
the three-valued approach the corresponding concept is called here the weak 
completeness. A program P is weakly complete w.r.t. the property C (a set of 
atoms) iff C c M;, where the bar denotes complementation. In other words a 
property of weak completeness pecifies a subset of atoms which must not be false. 
Notice that in the case of a bivalued semantics, that is, if the three-valued 
semantics is total (in particular, in the case of definite programs or stratified 
normal programs), a program P is partially correct w.r.t. S and weakly complete 
w.r.t. C iff the double inclusion holds: C ci%fp’ G S. 
This paper introduces a proof method of such inclusions in the general case of 
the three-valued well-founded semantics for any normal programs. The result is 
obtained in two steps. 
First we give a characterization of the well-founded. semantics in terms of 
(generalized) proof trees (it is convenient o handle inductive definitions). Then the 
well-founded semantics is defined as the least fixed point of a new operator which 
is monotone thanks to the idea that it can be applied even if the subsets of true 
and false atoms are not disjoint (they are disjoint in the least fixed point). This 
opens the way for many applications. This paper explores one of them: the 
validation method. 
Second we develop the validation method, which is a straightforward application 
of the fixed point theorem. This gives the results of soundness and completeness of 
the method. We give the conditions which must be verified, leading to a method of 
proof using a finite set of assertions. We do not enter into the details of the 
formulation of the method by assertions. The method is illustrated by examples 
only (there are two formulas to be verified for each clause plus some decreasing 
criterion). Notice that the method may be used also to prove that some given set of 
atoms characterizes exactly the set of true atoms, if the semantics is in fact 
bivalued and the assertions used correspond to S = C. In this case the proof 
method is a way to prove that S = MP+ . 
This paper is an extended version of a paper for JICSLP’92 ([121). 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THREE-VALUED STABLE MODELS IN 
TERMS OF PROOF TREES 
Let _I? be a first-order language and P a normalprogrum on 3 ([201), that is, a set 
of program clauses A + L,, . . . , L,, where A is an atom of _Y, and Lj are literals 
[positive (i.e., atom) or negative (i.e., 7 A, A atom)] of 5?. 
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Definition 2.1 (Semiproof Tree, spt). A semiproof tree (spt) for P is a finite tree 
where each node is (an occurrence of) a literal and such that the following hold: 
The root is an atom. 
For each nonleaf node A, if its children are L,, . . . , L,, then A *L,, . . . , L, 
is an instance of a clause of P (hence only leaves can be negative literals). 
For each leaf which is an atom A, the clause A +-- is an instance of a clause 
(fact) of P. 
(There is an obvious equivalent inductive definition of spt). 
A spt is ground if all its literals are ground. 
In the particular case where P is definite ([20], no negation) the spt are exactly 
the classical proof trees (pt) of 1.51. In such a case we denote by ptr(P) the set of 
ground atoms which are roots ofprooftrees. So ptr(P) coincides with the classical 
(van Emden-Kowalski) minimum Herbrand model of P ([26]), which is also the set 
of (ground) atomic consequences of P. 
Now, as in [23], we consider three new atoms t, u, f (true, undefined, false). They 
are not in 5%‘. From a formal point of view t, u, f can be viewed as 0-ary predicate 
symbols. Let LS$.,~ be the first-order language obtained by adding t, u,f to 9’. 
Definition 2.2 (Positive Program). A positive program on 9 is a set of clauses 
AtA,,..., A,,whereAisanatomof_Yand A,,...,A,areatomsofP’,orf 
or u or f. 
So each positive program on _5? is a definite program on _5$, u,f. 
Let H(P) be the Herbrand base of ~7, that is, the set of all ground atoms on 
9. 
For .Z E H(P) let TJ={TAIAEJ}. 
So Z!?(9) U 1 f&Y) is the set of all ground literals on _Y. 
For Z _cH(_B U 1 HL53 let Z’EH(P) and I- c Z&S?1 be defined by 
z=z+u -lz-, 
that is, I+ = Z n N(P) and I- = {A E ZZ(_Y)I 7 A E Z}. 
Z is a three-valued Herbrand interpretation (in short, 3-interpretation) of _5? if it 
is “consistent,” that is, I+ f~ Z- = 0. Moreover it is two-valued or total if I+ U I-= 
H(-B [231. 
If Z and Z’ are 3-interpretations, there are two natural orderings [23, 41: 
Z 5 I’, that is, Z is a subset of I’ (i.e., I+ c I’+ and I- c I’-) (Fitting ordering or 
information ordering [ 13, 251; 
Z i I’ iff Z+sZ’+ and I- zZ’- (standard ordering or truth ordering). 
A 3-interpretation can be equivalently viewed as a function 
Z:H(L?) -+ {0,&l} 
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defined 
Z(A)=l, ifAEZf, 
Z(A) =O, if A EZ-, 
Z(A) = +, if A EH(_Y) - (Z+UZ-). 
So Z I I’ iff Z(A) I Z’(A) for all A E H(9). 
Each 3-interpretation is canonically extended to H(g,.,f), 
Z: Zq%,,,f) -+ {O, $9 I}, 
by Z(t) = 1, Z(f) = 0, Z(u) = ;. 
We need a particular case of a definition of [23]: Z is a model of a positive 
program P if for every ground instance 
A +-AI,_..,An 
of a clause of P we have 
Z(A) 2min(Z(Ai)lisn] 
[231 gives a generalization of the van Emden-Kowalski theorem [26]: Every 
positive program has a 5 -minimum 3-model, denoted by Min( P). 
Now thanks to the notion of proof tree we can give a simple description of 
Min( P): 
We define two definite programs on g,,+ P, and P,,u, by 
P,=PU{t+-} and Pt,u=PU{t+,~+-}. 
The i&a is to use for positive programs the classical notion of proof tree. SO we 
add the fact t c in order to have t as a leaf in a proof tree. The idea with P,,, is to 
exclude some proof trees by preventing f from being a leaf but accepting t and u. 
Our description is given by the following theorem (proved in the gppendix). 
Theorem 2.1. For each positive P, 
Min(P)+=H(9) fIpir(P,), 
Min(P)-= {A EZ-Z(_Y)IA Eptr(P,,,)). 
Note that if u does not occur in the positive program P, we have Min(P)- = 
ZZ(_Y) -Min(P)+ and, in particular, if P is definite on _Y (i.e., without 
t, u, f >, Min( P)’ = ptr( P) (the classical van Emden-Kowalski minimum model) and 
Afin( = H(p) -p&P>. 
Now let P be a normal program on L? and irut the set of all ground 
instances (on _Y) of clauses of P. Let Z be a 3-interpretation of _Y. As in [23], let 
P/Z be the positive program on 9’ obtained from irut(P) by replacing in every 
clause all negative -T A by t if A E I-, by f if A E I+, by u if A E H(_L?) - (I+ U 
z-j. 
P/Z being positive, Min(P/Z) is a well-defined model (but there is such a model 
for each P and each I). 
[23] gives an extension of the notion of stable model of [15]: A 3-interpretation is 
a stable set of P if Z = Min( P/Z), and then it is necessarily a ( I -minimal) model 
of P, so it is called a stable model of P. 
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Now, thanks to the notion of semiproof tree, we can give a simple description of 
Min(P/Z): 
For .Z c_ H(p) we denote by spt(P, J) the set of spt in which, for each negative 
leaf 7 A, we have A E J, and we denote by sptr(P, .Z> the set of ground atoms 
which are root of a spt in spt(P, J). 
Note that sptr(P, J) is the least fixed point of the monotone operator Tp,, 
defined by, for .Z’ cHG’), 
Tp ,(J’) = {AI there exists A + L,, . . . , L, in inst(P> 
such that, for all positive Li, Li E J 
and, for all negative Li = 7Ai, Ai E J). 
For .Z c H(p), let j = Z&Y) - .Z. 
Our description of Min(P/Z) is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. 
Min(P/Z) =sptr(P,Z-) U -7sptr(P,F). 
PROOF. We apply the previous theorem to P/Z and we see that 
H(T) nph.(P/Z),=spfr(P,Z-), 
H(9) f-Iptr(P/Z),,. =sptr(P,F). 0 
Corollary 2.1. Z is a stable model of P iff Z’ = sptr(P, Z-1 and F= sptr(P,FX 
If, moreover, Z is total, the previous definition of stable (I = M&P/Z)) is 
equivalent to the definition of stable given (only for Z total) by [15l (this equiva- 
lence is checked in 1231). However, in this particular case (I total) we have r = I-, 
so Z is stable iff I+ = sptr(P, Z-1. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE WELL-FOUNDED MODEL 
Now, [271 defines the well-founded model Mp of any normal program P and [23] 
proves that MP is the c -minimum stable model of P ([4] and [9]> give a simple 
fixed point characterization of MP). 
From now on we do not use t, u, f, so we can write H for H(_Y’) without any 
confusion. 
P being a normal program, we define the operator YTp on the power set of 
HuTHby 
yrp( Z) =spfr( P, I-) u ,sptr(P,F) 
for allZcHU 7H. 
Note that, if Z is consistent (i.e., a 3_interpretation), *P(Z) = Min(P/Z). 
Because of the definition of sptr(P, J) and because of the double complementa- 
tion in its definition, it is easy to see that %‘P is monotone, that is, 
ZcZ’-yr,(Z) c*p(Z’). 
By the &raster-Tarski theorem, *p has a (G -)least tied point. 
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Theorem 3. I. Mp is the (c Ileast fixed point of 9, 
PROOF. Let I,, be the (L -)least fixed point of qP. We want to show that I, = MP. 
For the time being we know only [23] that MP is the (L -)least Z consistent such 
that ‘&(I) = Min(P/Z) = I. 
Let Ti be the other monotone operator defined by *i(Z) = Min(P/Z) if Z is 
consistent and by *i(Z) = H U T H otherwise (Tk is a natural adaptation of the 
operator used by [41X 
We see that MP is the least fixed point of ‘I$ because q;(Z) = TJZ) for 
consistent Z and q;(Z) = H U 7 H otherwise. 
However, MP is also a fixed point of qP, hence Z,, GM~. Also, I,, is consistent, 
hence ?I$<Z,> =qP(ZO) =I,, so I,, is a fixed point of ?i, hence MP cZO. 0 
Compared with other approaches (in particular, for an analogous characteriza- 
tion see 14, 91) the novelty is not only using spt to describe least fixed points but 
also that here Z may be any Z c H U T H; so it is only if Z is consistent (i.e., a 
3-interpretation) that ‘PP(Z) = M&P/Z). (For the application to proof method, 
“inconsistent” Z are needed). 
Now let us consider the case where MP is total. Then, if MP is a subset of a 
3-interpretation I, MP = I. Since MP is a subset of every stable model of P, it is 
necessarily the unique stable model of P [27, 231. 
Locally stratified programs [l, 21, 21 are examples satisfying this important 
condition (the well-founded model is total). For more details about this condition 
(dynamic or effective stratification) see [22, 31. 
4. PROOF METHOD 
4. I. Principle 
From here on, “least” means (c~ -)least. Now let us recall that the least fixed point 
of q,, is also the least Z such that qP(Z) cl (&taster-Tar&i). So in order to prove 
that MP cl it is suficient to prove that TP(Z) cl. 
In order to get the completeness of the proof method, we state that to prove 
that MP c Z it is sufficient to find I’ such that I’ c Z and ‘PP(Z’) G I’. 
This method is sound because MP E I’ c I, and this method is complete because, 
if MP c Z is true, there is always such an I’ to apply the method: at least I’ = MP. 
Remark that in the particular case where MP is total, if Z is a 3-interpretation 
and MP c I, then Z is total and MP = I. So in this case if we apply the method we 
prove always MP = Z and not only MP 5 I. 
However, we can apply the method to any Z c H U 7 H. From a practical point 
of view it is useful to adopt another notation: 
Let SGH and CcH (the idea is to have S=Z+ and C=H-Z-1. 
Definition 4.1. We call the following conjunction the validation condition of P w.r.t. 
S, C 
sptr(P,c) rS and C~sptr(P,S). 
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Let Z=Su 7c, so Z+=S and Z-=c. 
Notice that Z is a 3-interpretation if S c C, which is total if S = C. 
In general, the validation condition of P w.r.t. S, C is equivalent to 
sptr( P, z-) cz+ and s-cl- 
that is, qP(Z) c_Z. 
The validation condition of P w.r.t. S, C is sufjicient for MP LZ, that is, 
MP+ CS and CcM;. 
In the important particular case where MP is total, this gives 
CcM,+ cs 
and, moreover, if S = C, this gives MP+ = S. 
To sum up, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. A normal program P is partially correct w.r.t. S and weakly complete 
w.r.t. C, that is, MP+ c S and C CM; iff there exists S’, c’ such that S’ G S and 
C c C’ and the validation condition of P w.r.t. S’, c’ is satisfied. 
Thus we have a proof method of partial correctness and weak completeness which 
is sound and complete. 
4.2. In Practice 
The validation condition of P w.r.t. S, C has two parts: 
sptr( P, c> c S, called the correctness part; 
C G sptr( P, S), called the completeness part. 
An interesting point is that the two parts of the validation condition can be 
proved separately and there exist also sound and complete proof methods to 
establish them, as stated by the following definitions and theorems. 
Definition 4.2 (Bottom-up Closure). A normal program P is bottom-up closed w.r.t. 
S, C if for every ground instance A + L,, , . . , L, of a clause of P the following 
holds: If, for all positive Lj, Li E S and, for all negative Li = 7 Aj, Ai E c, then 
A E S. 
(In particular, if n = 0, this amounts to A E S.) 
This condition is local-there is exactly one property to prove in every clause. 
Definition 4.3 (Top-down Closure). A normal program P is top-down closed w.r.t. C, 
S if there exists a function f defined on C into a well-ordered set (order 
denoted < , for which there is no infinite decreasing sequence) such that, for 
every atom B of C, there is a ground instance A + L,, . . . , L, of a clause of P 
such that B = A and the following hold: 
(i) for all positive L,, Li E C and, for all negative Li = 7 Ai, Ai E S; 
(ii) for all positive Li, f(Li) <f(A). 
Condition (ii) is called the decreasing criterion. 
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There is also some locality in this condition: For each atom of C there is one 
corresponding clause with one property to prove. 
Let us recall that, for J GH, sptr(P, J), which is the least fixed point of the 
operator TP,J (Section 2), is also the least J’ such that Tp,J(.P) cJ’. 
Theorem 4.2 (Proof Method for the Correctness Part). A normal program P satisfies the 
correctness part for S and C if and only if there exists S’ stronger than S (S’ G S) 
such that P is bottom-up closed for s’, C. 
To see that this condition is sufficient to have the correctness part, use that 
sptr(P, c> is the least fixed point of Tr, c and that the condition bottom-up closed 
corresponds to T,,,-(S) c S. 
To see that it is a necessary condition, take S’ = sptr(P, cl. 
Theorem 4.3 (Proof Method for the Completeness Part). A normal program P satisfies 
the completeness part for S and C if and only if there exists C’ weaker than C 
(C c C’) such that P is top-down closed for C’, S. 
To prove this theorem, use again that sptr(P, 3) is the least fixed point of the 
operator Tr,r. Hence condition (i> of top-down closure corresponds to showing that 
C c Tr s(C) and (ii) guarantees that each element of C is the root of a finite tree 
which is a semiproof tree. The “only if’ part results from the fact that P is 
top-down closed for C’ = sptr(P, S), S: C’ satisfies (i) because it is the least fixed 
point of Tr,$ and (ii) is satisfied with the function which associates to every atom B 
of C’ the least size of a semiproof tree of root B. 
-. 
To sum up, in order to prove MP+ G S and C 5 M; it is sufficient to prove the 
properties of bottom-up and top-down closure, and this method can always be 
used. 
In practice the sets C and S are defined by describing their atoms for each 
predicate symbol. The atoms are described by giving a property of their arguments 
(which are ground terms). 
Example 4.1. Let P be the following program (from [23] with w = work, s = sleep, 
t = tired, a = angry, p =paid): 
w+ 1t 
s+ -lw 
I+-- 1s 
a+lp,w 
Let us prove that a is not true (a e M:) and that p is not false (pfl;). With 
S = {p, w, s, t} and C = (p) this amounts to proving MC c S and C G M; . 
Bottom-up closure: For the clause w c 7 t, we have t E c; so it is proved because 
w ES. The same justification holds for the clauses s + 7 w and t + 7 s. For the 
clause a c -, p, w, we have p G c, so there is nothing to prove. For the clause 
p + , it is proved because p E S. 
Top-down closure: Take f(p) = 0 and the clause p + . 
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Notice that in practice a non trivial function f is needed only for recursive 
clauses. 
Example 4.2. Same program but now we prove that only p can be true <Mp’ c {p)> 
and that p, W, s, t are not false ({p, W, s,t] cm). 
So with S = {p} and C = {p, W, s, t] we prove the following. 
Bottom-up closure: Since t, w, s, p g c, there is nothing to prove for the first four 
clauses. For the last clause, it is because p E S. 
Top-down closure: For p, the clause p + . For w, the clause w +- 1 t since t E 3. 
The same justification holds for s and t. 
So we have proved that h4P+ G{p} and A4; 5 {a), that is, M,, c {p, -I a). 
It is only an inclusion, but here in this example it is easy to prove that 
Mp = {p, 1 a): 
With the clause p + , we have p E sptr(P, M;) = MP+. The only semiproof tree 
with root a has the negative leaves 7 p and -, t (because of the clauses a +- --, p, w 
and w + 7 t). 
SincepEMp+,p@Mplso uesptr(P,M,f.Hence uEsptr(P,Mpf)=M;. 
Example 4.3 (from (81). Let P be the following program: 
includ(L,, L2) + 7 ninclud(L,, L,) 
ninclud(L,, LJ + elem(E, L,), 1 elem(E, L2) 
elem(E,[EIL]) + 
elem(E,[HIL]) * elem(E, L) 
P is stratified, so its well-founded model is total. However, we do not consider a 
total specification, that is, we do not take C = S, because we are not interested in 
all atoms but only in those with lists as arguments: 
Expected properties: 
s c 
includ(L,, L,) L,, L, I&s *L, EL, 
ninclud(L,, L2) L,, L, lists * L, g L, 
elem(E, L) Llists-EEL 
L,,L, listsandL, CL, 
L,, L, lists and L, g L, 
LlistandEEL 
An example of a verification for bottom-up closed on the (ground) instance 
ninclud( L,, L2) + elem( E, L,), 7 elem( E, L,) 
is as follows: Suppose elem(E, L,) E S and elem(E, L2) e C. We have to verify that 
ninclud(L,, LJES, that is, L,, L, lists *L, pL,. Suppose L,, L, lists. Since 
elem(E, L,)ES, we have EEL,. Since elem(E, L,)vGC, we have EGL,. So 
L, gL,. Q.E.D. 
An example of a verification for top-down closed is as follows: For the function 
f only the clauses of the predicate elem are nontrivially concerned. There is an 
easy decreasing criterion: The length of the second argument, which is a ground 
list. 
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For the (ground) atom ninclud(l,, L2) E C, we have to check that there is a 
(ground) clause instance 
ninclud(L,,L,) +elem(E,L,), ~elem(E,L,) 
with elem(E, L,) E C and elem(E, L,) G S. Since ninclud(L,, L2) E C, L,, L, are 
lists so it remains to find a ground term E such that E EL, and E e L,. 
Such a term exists because L, p L, since ninclud(L,, L2) E C. Q.E.D. 
4.3, About Proof Method of Completeness 
We have introduced the concepts of partial correctness and weak completeness 
which both correspond in fact to a notion of general partial correctness: Mp c I, that 
is, the least fixed point of TP is included into some set of literals. In other words, 
with our notation, the validation condition is a way to prove the double inclusion: 
MP+ c S and C GM; , that is, general partial correctness M,, c I with S = I+ and 
C = F. This validation condition is proved by showing inclusions for some ad hoc 
operator, merely that T,,,-(S) c S and C c T,,s(C). 
Now let us call general completeness the reverse inclusion Z cMp and let us 
consider the dual of the validation condition, that is, with the reverse inclusions. 
The dual ualidation condition of P w.r.t. S, C is the following conjunction: 
SGsptr(P,c) and sptr(P,s) GC 
In the same way that there are complete proof methods to establish the 
validation condition using an ad hoc operator, there are complete proof methods to 
establish the dual validation condition. 
The question arises whether this dual validation condition is a way to prove 
general completeness. However, the dual validation condition is equivalent to 
Z c qP(I), which implies only that Z is included in the greatest fixed point of ‘PP. So 
the result (general completeness, i.e., Z included in the least fixed point) is 
obtained if there is a unique fixed point (the least and the greatest fixed point 
coincide), but in general a generalized decreasing criterion to obtain the result 
must be difficult to find. (Notice that in Example 4.2 an equality MP = I, i.e., 
general partial correctness and general completeness, was proved directly by 
reasoning with semiproof trees.) 
5. CONCLUSION 
We have obtained two basic results. One concerns the characterization of the 
well-founded model in terms of semiproof trees and as the least fixed point of some 
operator acting on semiproof trees roots. Broadly, we use the characterization of 
the well-founded model by [23] as the least stable model and our description of 
stable models in terms of semiproof trees. A difference from the fixed point 
characterization of [41 is the use of “inconsistent” sets of literals: Such an 
“inconsistency” is not absurd because it comes merely (by complementation) from 
the fact that a specification may be partial. The second basic result concerns an 
application-a sound and complete proof method of partial correctness and weak 
completeness. 
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The first result leads to many potential applications. It is known now how the 
proof tree characterization of the semantics of definite programs may help to 
design different semantics and simplify known results [lo, 111. With this characteri- 
zation we may expect that the same phenomenon may happen: simple definition of 
the SLS resolution and properties, extension to nonground models. 
The second result is a remarkable generalization of already known results 
obtained with definite programs [6]. It has different applications. 
The validation conditions are sufficient conditions to prove partial correctness 
(Mp’ c S). The method is complete and it uses auxiliary lemmas which are weak 
properties specifying certainly nonfalse atoms. 
The second application concerns the proof of completeness (C c Mg). However, 
due to the dissymetry between partial correctness and weak completeness, we do 
not obtain directly a proof method. There are two ways to overcome this problem. 
The first consists in modifying the notion of completeness by considering that, in 
the three-valued approach, one is weakly complete w.r.t. C if the expected atoms of 
C are not false. The second, which is a limit case of the previous one, consists in 
limiting the method to the programs with a bivalued (i.e., total) well-founded 
model. In this case Theorem 4.1 provides a sound and complete method to prove 
completeness. It uses also auxiliary lemmas which are weak properties satisfied by 
any true atom. In this case it is important to have methods to prove that the 
well-founded model is total ([7] studies such a method for a condition more general 
than locally stratifiable). 
There are also other applications related to the problem of the documentation 
of programs. Documentation must give relevant information which facilitates the 
reading of the clauses. Valid assertions of partial correctness and weak complete- 
ness provide such information. 
It must be noticed that the results obtained here do not give a practical proof 
method out of some scholastic examples. As for the inductive proof method in 
definite programs, whose theoretical formulation using the fixed point approach is 
extremely simple, some work needs to be achieved to make it a practical proof 
method based on assertions [6]. 
Kanamori [17, 181 developed extensively the idea that execution of a definite 
program can be used to prove that general formulas are logical consequences of 
COMP(P) or valid in the least Herbrand model. The work is restricted to definite 
programs and to formulas called S-formulas (of the form b’X 3JF(X, p>, In [171 the 
extended execution deduction rule, which is an extension of the SLDNF resolution, is 
defined and proved to be complete-that is, given a definite program P and an 
S-formula F, COMP(P) k F if and only if starting with F, the extended execution 
deduction rules applied to P permit derivation of the goal true. This deduction rule 
is implemented in the system ARGUS [19] with the induction proof method which 
is used to prove S-formulas valid in the least Herbrand model. These ideas have 
given rise to many improvements 1141, and analogous ideas have been studied as in 
b61. 
These works apply trivially to proving properties of M+ in the case of definite 
programs. For normal programs the well-founded semantics is still a (three-valued) 
model of the completion. Hence it could be possible to use some extended 
execution which computes logical consequences of the completion for such pur- 
pose, but the method needs to be adapted to handle normal programs. As far as we 
know this is still a matter of research. 
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Finally, the results obtained here may be considered a as new justification of the 
interest in the well-founded semantics for normal programs. 
6. APPENDIX 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. Let I,, c Z&Y) U 7 H(_Y) be defined by 
z,t =H(-q nP(Pt), 
I,- = {A EH(_qIA 6QJtr(P,,.)}. 
We have to prove that I, = Ah(P), that is, that the following hold: 
(1) I, is a 3-interpretation. 
(2) I, is a model of P. 
(3) If Z is a model of P, then Z, I I. 
PROOF OF (1). Ii n Z; = 0 because Pt 5 Pt,,. 0 
PROOF OF (2). Let A + A,, . . . , A, be a ground instance of a clause of P. We have 
to prove that 
Zo( A) 2 min(Z,( Ai)li s n}. 
If this min is 0, there is nothing to prove. If it is i, then Z,(Ai) > 0, so Ai = U, or t 
or is an atom e I; and, in any case, Ai ~pt~( PJ, hence A Eptr(P,,), so A E IO+, 
that is, Z,(A) 2 i. 
If this min is 1, then Z,(Ai) = 1; so Ai = t or is an atom E IO+ and, in any case, 
Ai Eptr(P,>, hence A Eptr(P,) so A EZ~ and Z,,(A) = 1. 
PROOF OF (3). The proof follows from Lemma 6: 
Lemma 6.1. Zf Z is a model of P (positive), 
(i) ptr(P,> G tt) U I+, 
(ii) pfr(P,,,> G {t, u) U (I-ICY) -Z-l. 
PROOF. (i) ptr(Pt) is a set of atoms [c H(_5$U,f)] which is the classical (van 
Emden-Kowalski) minimum Herbrand model of P,, so it is sufficient to prove that 
the set {t} u I+ is a classical Herbrand model of P,, that is, for every ground 
instance A +--Al,..., A, of a clause, if Al,..., A, E {t} u I+, then A E {t) U I+. 
This comes from 
Z(A) 2 min(Z( A,)li I; n} = 1. 
(ii) The same method is used: if A,, . . . , A, E {t, u} U (H(_P4) -I-), then A E 
{t, U} U (H(_Y) -I-) because now the min is > 0. 0 
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